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Afternoon Arrival
If Grand Central Station was “the crossroads of a million private lives,” per the vintage radio serial, one life loomed largest in the southwest  
corner of the terminal: that of John Campbell. The financier and member of the New York Central Railroad board of directors moved into his cor-
ner office in 1923, after having it designed in the image of a Florentine palace, complete with 25-foot-high, hand-painted ceilings, leaded-glass 
windows, and a stone fireplace. It served as an office by day, reception hall for the powerful by night. Now the ornate hideaway has been renewed  
as The Campbell bar, serving manhattans and negronis with classic bar fare ranging from charcuterie plates to grilled Gruyère-and-mozzarella 
sandwiches – legitimate excuses for missing the next Metro-North. thecampbellnyc.com.
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 FOOD & SPIRITS 

The buzz at Yaku by La Mar, the new lounge at Miami’s Mandarin Oriental hotel: punch cocktails. Open evenings 
from Thursday through Saturday, the outdoor bayfront terrace specializes in fruity, party-size blends of spirits 

and juice, such as pisco, ginger, lime, and pineapple; or rum, mango, and lime. Pair them with Korean fried chicken 
with Peruvian chiles and other piquant small plates from neighboring La Mar by Gastón Acurio restaurant. 

PUNCH UP THE PARTY

From left: Yaku by La Mar’s Amorcito (“little love”) and pisco punches with a quinoa burger. 

The Argentine love of open-flame barbecue meets the country’s Jewish culture at Mishiguene 
Fayer, co-owned by Tomás Kalika and located in Buenos Aires’ Palermo district. After intro-
ducing the city to fine-dining Jewish cuisine at his lauded Mishiguene, the chef follows it with a 
second act that promises a more casual feel, with dishes such as grilled pastrami as well as Pata-
gonian beef and lamb served with sides of potato latkes and gefilte fish. mishiguene.com.

ISLAND SPICE
From a fish fry on the beach 

to finger food at a polo match, 
offerings at the annual  

Barbados Food and Rum 
Festival range from local to 
luxe. But eating is only half  
the focus: The birthplace 

of rum highlights its island 
heritage with spirit tastings, 
rum-and-food pairings, and 
cocktail competitions. Last 

year’s favorite drink, Granny’s 
Kitchen Garden – a mix of 

cucumber-infused rum,  
cilantro syrup, grapefruit 
juice, salt, and pepper –  

channeled the Bajan larder, 
using “common but flavor-

intense herbs often found in 
local kitchen gardens,” said 
Philip Antoine, a former Bar-
bados Bartender of the Year. 
Pop over between November 

16 and 19 and watch him 
shake up new contenders  
during the 2017 festival. 

I’ll Have the Pampas on Rye

From left: Mishiguene Fayer’s pumpkin hummus and chef Tomás Kalika.
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 VACATIONLAND BY JOHN 
HODGMAN (Viking, $25) Writer, 
comedian, and former Daily Show 
correspondent John Hodgman 
stares down the barrel of middle 
age in this poignant, hilarious 
collection of essays that explores 
how we are shaped by the places 
that surround us. For Hodgman, 
those are the hills of western Mas-
sachusetts, where he spent his 
youth, and more recent expedi-
tions braving the rocky beaches 
of Maine, which seem to want  
him dead – or at least crippled. 
Fortunately for us, Hodgman 
keeps returning for battle with  
the craggy coastline, and lives to 
tell about it.  

 FOREST DARK BY NICOLE 
KRAUSS (Harper, $28)The new 
novel from the best-selling author 
of The History of Love follows 
two Americans on their search for 
renewal in the Israeli desert. Recently 
divorced from his wife of 30 years, 
orphaned by the death of his parents, 
and retired from a lucrative legal 
practice, Jules Epstein feels an urge 
to give away his possessions and 
make a pilgrimage to the Holy Land. 
At the same time, a young novelist 
fighting writer’s block and a failed 
marriage of her own seeks solace in 
the Tel Aviv hotel she has visited for 
years. Hailed as “brilliant” by Philip 
Roth, Forest Dark represents the 
return of a major literary talent. 

 THE GOLDEN HOUSE BY SALMAN 
RUSHDIE (Random House, $29)
A wealthy man escapes his home 
country under a sinister cloud and 
arrives in New York City to start a 
new life with his three grown sons. 
Where did they come from? Why 
did they leave? And what kind of 
life will they build for themselves 
in America? A young neighbor and 
filmmaker with a nose for a story 
gets close to the family to uncover 
its secrets, but becomes entangled 
in its members’ web of mysteries 
while the country votes a mania-
cal “Joker” into the White House. 
An epic novel that picks up steam 
with every page, The Golden House 
captures the saga of America today 

and the age-old drama between 
fathers and sons. 

 THE GIRL WHO TAKES AN EYE FOR 
AN EYE BY DAVID LAGERCRANTZ 
(Knopf, $28) Lisbeth Salander –  
the girl with the dragon tattoo 
and brilliant hacker heroine who 
bewitched readers from the start  
of the late Stieg Larsson’s Millen-
nium series – is back for another 
round of code cracking. With her 
old friend journalist Mikael Blom-
kvist, she takes on the Russian 
mafia, an anti-Muslim gang, and 
a group conducting a sinister 
pseudoscientific experiment in the 
fifth installment of the international 
publishing phenomenon.

 BOOKS 
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 PERSON OF INTEREST 

Carnagie Lee
Ice Cream Man

Jamaican native Carnagie Lee 
is the man of the hour at Sunset 
Key Cottages, a seven-minute 
boat ride from Key West. Look 
for him and the Conch Cruiser 
among the 27-acre resort’s 
homes and residences starting  
at 3 pm daily. 

FAVORITE FEATURE OF THE CONCH 

CRUISER? The bell: Everyone 
knows it means ice cream time.

ESTIMATED CRUISING SPEED: A very 
easygoing three miles per hour.

WHAT ARE WE IN FOR, FLAVOR-WISE? 
Vanilla bean, salted caramel, and 
chocolate gelato, plus mango 
and raspberry sorbets. Salted 
caramel is the most popular.  

THE SCOOP ON SORBET VERSUS 

GELATO CUSTOMERS: Kids get ge-
lato – they don’t count calories. 
Adults go for the sorbet; I’m a 
mango sorbet man.

OCCUPATIONAL HAZARDS: If a 
pack of kids starts chasing after 
you, watch out: You could hit a 
hermit crab.

WORST ACCIDENT SO FAR: The 
chain guard came off once,  
and the chain ate my perfectly  
white pants. 

NUMBER OF KIDS WHO HAVE  

REQUESTED A RIDE ON THE BOX: 
Most of them.

ANYTHING YOU’D LIKE TO TELL  

YOUR ICE-CREAM-DELIVERING 

PEERS? Speak with a Jamaican 
accent – people seem to like your 
ice cream more!
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  This month, art lovers’ eyes turn  
to the V&A Waterfront’s new Zeitz  
Museum of Contemporary Art Africa 
(zeitzmocaa.museum), which opens  
September 22 inside a repurposed 
1921 grain silo complex in Cape Town. 
London-based architect Thomas 
Heatherwick has transformed the 
structure’s 42 concrete silos into a sleek 
100,000-square-foot exhibition space – 
complete with a nine-story glass atrium 
in the center. The first major museum  
of its kind on the continent stems from  
a partnership between the V&A Water- 
front and German businessman and 
conservationist Jochen Zeitz; visitors can 
expect permanent collections, temporary 
exhibitions (including one from South 
African artist Nandipha Mntambo), a 
costume institute, and centers for art 
education and photography. 

Our recommendation: After visiting 
MOCAA, head to the rooftop bar of the 

Analia Saban and Danh Vō, all of whom 
are represented in the inaugural show, 
Unpacking, through December 24.  
marcianoartfoundation.org.

  Kulapat Yantrasast, architect of The 
Marciano Art Foundation, also designed 
downtown’s Institute of Contemporary 
Art Los Angeles. The museum, formerly 
the Santa Monica Museum of Art, opens 
September 9 with Martín Ramírez: His 
Life in Pictures, Another Interpretation, a 
show devoted to the self-taught Mexican 
artist who immigrated to California in 
1925, was diagnosed five years later with 
schizophrenia, and lived in state hospi-
tals until his death in 1963. Nonetheless, 
he produced some 450 drawings and 
collages, whose rhythm and composition 
elicit comparisons to the works of Frank 
Stella and Wassily Kandinsky. Some 50 
pieces will be on exhibit through the 
year’s end. theicala.org.

new, 28-room Silo hotel, which occupies 
the top six floors of grain elevators above 
the museum, for sundowners. Open  
to hotel guests, as well as the general 
public by reservation only, the bar serves 
cocktails and South African wines pool- 
side along with a rotating selection of 
tempura, oysters, and snacks. Doubles 
from $1,120, including breakfast daily and  
a 50-minute massage per person.

  The first of two new contemporary 
art museums to open in Los Angeles, 
the Marciano Art Foundation recently 
moved into the midcentury Scottish 
Rite Masonic Temple near Koreatown, 
an expansive home for the collection 
of Guess cofounders Maurice and Paul 
Marciano. Their 1,500 artworks in-
clude pieces by established artists of 
the 1990s, such as Christopher Wool, 
Cindy Sherman, and Takashi Murakami, 
and spotlight emerging talents such as 

 ART & CULTURE 

NOW SHOWING
New museums in Cape Town and L.A.

Clockwise from left: 
Cape Town’s Silo hotel 
atop the new MOCAA, 
Martín Ramírez’s Untitled 
(Abstract Pattern) at 
ICALA, and the Marciano 
Art Foundation’s debut 
exhibit, Unpacking.
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 PLANE TALK 

Fans cheering your return at baggage claim getting to be a bit 
much? Skip the autographs and intrusive questions with Los 
Angeles International Airport’s new Private Suite. The first of 
its kind in the U.S., the exclusive terminal shields transiting VIPs 
and their entourages from adoration with 13 individual waiting 
rooms, each with a daybed, bathroom, and stocked pantry. 
Services include dedicated TSA screening, private customs and 
immigration desks, and car-to-aircraft transportation prior to 
takeoff. For those who are susceptible to last-minute invita-
tions and appearances (or are just prone to forgetfulness), the 
terminal offers complimentary clothing and accessories, such 
as headphones, jogging and dress shoes, cuff links, blouses and 
shirts, and even a line of raincoats for the taking. The price of 
privacy: $3,500 for domestic arrivals and departures ($4,000 
for international) for up to three passengers.

Pass on the Paparazzi

Right on Q
Retractable doors and panels on Qatar Airways’ new Qsuite business-class seats transform the spacious areas 
into private one-, two-, and four-passenger suites. Travelers choose from more than 3,000 shows, movies, games, 
and music options, and stay relaxed en route with adjustable mood lighting, Castello Monte Vibiano Vecchio skin 
care products, and fully reclining seats. Families and couples flying together can opt to have adjoining seats com-
bine to form a plush double bed, an industry first in business class. 

VIP-ready at LAX and 
(left) Qatar Airways’ 
new business class.
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with drip-stopping flaps and 
an internal mesh pocket large 
enough for a guidebook or digi-
tal camera. $245; nau.com.

4. Helly Hansen draws on its 
Norwegian mariner roots to 
retool a classic fisherman’s 
raincoat into an eye-catching 
women’s piece suitable for 
city strolling. The Kirkwall 
Raincoat’s fabric stretches 
for greater comfort and has 
welded seams to thwart the 
fiercest gale. Oversize snap-
closure buttons (easier than 
fumbling with zippers) and a 
removable belt add fashion 
smarts. $125; hellyhansen.com.

it in the women’s Övik Parka, 
which has cool-weather comfort 
touches such as lined hand-
warming pockets and a longer 
length to keep legs toasty. Dual 
guards, both outside and behind 
the zipper, prevent cold from 
seeping through, and a central 
drawcord at the waist accentu-
ates an hourglass shape. $475; 
fjallraven.com.

3. Nau’s Quintessentshell 
Jacket moves with you rather 
than maintaining a boxy form. 
Constructed of organic cotton 
and recycled polyester for light 
weight and easy packability, this 
shell features external pockets 

and cardboard-like than Gore-
Tex and its competitors. This 
classic cut is built with oversize 
pockets; secure, waterproof 
zippered side pockets; and a 
front zipper flap as well as broad 
hood brim to protect from wind-
driven rain and sleet. $378; 
taylorstitch.com. 

2. Our gear guy has tested 
Fjällräven’s recycled-polyester 
Eco-Shell jackets in minus-
40-degree temperatures above 
the Arctic Circle. His report: The 
fabric fends off wind and snow, 
breathes well to eliminate clam-
miness, and drapes naturally. 
The Swedish brand employs 

Take fall travels by storm: 
These coats are cut from cloths 
normally reserved for skiing and 
mountaineering, and tailored 
into smart silhouettes that are 
sharp enough to wear any-
where. We’re not suggesting 
you ski or set out for Everest in 
them, but they’re that wind-
proof and waterproof, so you’ll 
stay dry no matter where your 
next trip takes you.

1. The new Taylor Stitch 
Hawkins Jacket uses  
Polartec’s latest invention, 
NeoShell, a soft, breathable 
fabric that’s knitted rather than 
woven, making it less crinkly 

Passport

Expedition-level rain gear you’ll be proud to sport on the street.

CITIES, SLICKER
 GEAR UP 

➊
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London-based accessories brand Stow’s three new leather travel 
sleeves elegantly sheathe cell phones, tablets, and laptops as 
large as 15 inches – protective peace of mind for travel’s bumps 
and scratches. Each one features an exterior pocket for stowing 
documents, passports, or, in the case of the largest sleeve, this 
magazine. $165-$360; stowlondon.co.uk.

Buyers purchasing their BMWs through the company’s European 
Delivery Program can take their new rides for inaugural spins on a 
trio of European road trips designed by Butterfield & Robinson. 
The tour company has mapped out three “automoons” beginning 
at the Munich factory, followed by a five-day loop through the 
Bavarian and Austrian Alps, with stops at iconic castles and a tour 
of Salzburg. On one-way trips, drivers rev from Munich to Vienna 
via Prague and Salzburg, and from Munich to Paris through the 
German spa town of Baden-Baden and Burgundy’s wine capital, 
Beaune. After the tour, BMW will ship the vehicles to their drivers’ 
local North American dealerships. Self-drive tours from $3,195.  

 GOODS TO GO  DRIVE TIME 

Smooth Operator

AUTOBAHN INITIATION

 BMW’s Munich  
headquarters.


